Adsorption of gold atoms and clusters ͑N =6͒ on a graphite ͑0001͒ surface with defects has been studied using density functional theory. In addition to perfect graphite ͑0001͒, three types of surface defects have been considered: a surface vacancy ͑hole͒, a pyridinelike defect comprising three grouped nitrogen atoms, and a substitutional doping by N or B. Results for Au and Au 6 indicate that the surface vacancy can form chemical bonds with Au as the three nearby carbons align their dangling bonds towards the gold particle ͑binding energy 2.4-2.6 eV͒. A similar chemically saturated holelike construction with three pyridinic N atoms results in a significant polarization interaction ͑1.1-1.2 eV͒, whereas the binding with the perfect graphite surface is weak ͑ϳ0.3 eV͒. The corresponding energies for the B / N substituted surface are 0.8-1.2 eV ͑B͒ and 0.2-0.6 eV ͑N͒, and the N impurity donates charge to Au/ Au 6 . Several Au 6 isomers have been tested in different orientations on substrate, and the triangular gas-phase geometry ͑D 3h ͒ standing on its apex is a low-energy configuration ͑N substitution is an exception͒. In general, coordination through corner atoms is energetically favorable. For the surface vacancy, the presence of gold particles leads to a significant surface reconstruction, whereas the pyridinelike defect appears rigid. There is no significant charge transfer, and the net charge on Au 6 ranges between −0.2e and 0.1e.
Adsorption of gold atoms and clusters ͑N =6͒ on a graphite ͑0001͒ surface with defects has been studied using density functional theory. In addition to perfect graphite ͑0001͒, three types of surface defects have been considered: a surface vacancy ͑hole͒, a pyridinelike defect comprising three grouped nitrogen atoms, and a substitutional doping by N or B. Results for Au and Au 6 indicate that the surface vacancy can form chemical bonds with Au as the three nearby carbons align their dangling bonds towards the gold particle ͑binding energy 2.4-2.6 eV͒. A similar chemically saturated holelike construction with three pyridinic N atoms results in a significant polarization interaction ͑1.1-1.2 eV͒, whereas the binding with the perfect graphite surface is weak ͑ϳ0.3 eV͒. The corresponding energies for the B / N substituted surface are 0.8-1.2 eV ͑B͒ and 0.2-0.6 eV ͑N͒, and the N impurity donates charge to Au/ Au 6 . Several Au 6 isomers have been tested in different orientations on substrate, and the triangular gas-phase geometry ͑D 3h ͒ standing on its apex is a low-energy configuration ͑N substitution is an exception͒. In general, coordination through corner atoms is energetically favorable. For the surface vacancy, the presence of gold particles leads to a significant surface reconstruction, whereas the pyridinelike defect appears rigid. There is no significant charge transfer, and the net charge on Au 6 ranges between −0.2e and 0.1e. 
I. INTRODUCTION
Much recent effort in cluster science has focused on phenomena associated with the interactions of nanoclusters with solid substrates ͑for reviews see, e.g., Refs. 1-5͒. Energetic cluster beams can be used, for example, to modify the structural, electronic, and magnetic properties of the substrate, with the aim of growing thin films with an internal structure that is controllable on the nanometer scale. 4, 6 Moreover, one may be interested in the physical and chemical properties of the as-deposited, isolated clusters themselves. 5, [7] [8] [9] Small gold clusters exhibit distinct electronic, optical, and chemical properties that are extremely sensitive to the cluster size and the charge state [10] [11] [12] and provide attractive nanoscale building blocks for catalysis, labeling, photonics, and sensing. Engineering and tuning the cluster properties for potential applications in these areas require fundamental knowledge of the interaction between a cluster and its environment.
The atomic smoothness and chemical inertness of highly ordered pyrolytic graphite ͑HOPG͒ means that it is often used to support metal nanoparticles. However, noble metal atoms are weakly adsorbed on HOPG and show high lateral mobility ͑diffusion͒. This is reflected in the formation of dendritic Au particles on HOPG, [13] [14] [15] and in the spontaneous nucleation of bare Au clusters on single-walled carbon nanotubes ͑SWNTs͒. 16, 17 The gold-graphite interface has previously been studied theoretically in the context of adatom and cluster diffusion, [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] but less attention has been paid to the "functionalization" of the interface by chemical modifications and to the elucidation of their effects on the properties of gold adsorbates. It should be noted that the basic information extracted from studies of gold/graphite interface may also be applied to the functionalization of large-diameter ͑low-curvature͒ carbon nanotube ͑CNT͒ side walls. 23 An effective method for preventing diffusion after deposition is provided if clusters impinge on the substrate with a high kinetic energy, leading to a local distortion of the hexagonal graphite lattice. 24, 25 Furthermore, defects introduce pinning centers for metal particles that can promote cluster and film growth, and one monolayer deep nanometer-sized pits have been used to trap Ag and Au clusters on HOPG. [26] [27] [28] In the context of SWNT electronic devices, it has been shown that Ni clusters can be used to identify and count chemically active atomic defects on HOPG and CNTs. 29 As recently confirmed in situ, 30 typical atomic defects obtained by knock-on atom displacements include pentagon-heptagon pairs, mono-vacancies and multivacancies ͑e.g., 5-8-5 divacancy͒, adatoms, and interstitials. Another class of atomic defects on graphene layers are obtained by B / N doping, where the impurity atom introduces either an additional conduction electron ͑N͒ or a hole in the valence band ͑B͒. In addition to single carbon atom replacements, holelike constructions of three N atoms ͑pyridinelike defects͒ have been observed in pyrolysis synthesized N-doped CNTs, and they are responsible for the enhanced metallic character of these nanostructures. 31 We report here a density functional theory ͑DFT͒ based investigation of the adsorption of gold adatoms and Au 6 clusters on a graphite ͑0001͒ surface with defects. Au 6 is chosen as a representative of small gold clusters on HOPG because of the chemical stability of its gas phase geometry ͓large energy gap between the highest occupied molecular orbital ͑HOMO͒ and lowest unoccupied molecular orbital ͑LUMO͔͒, and according to our knowledge this cluster size has not been studied on a graphite support at this level of theory. The substrate is modeled as a periodic slab of two graphene layers, and its electronic band structure is taken into account by a k-point mesh in the reciprocal space. Although the interaction between a gold adatom and an ideal HOPG surface is weak ͑ϳ0.3 eV͒, it can be modified easily by defects, and we have considered an unsaturated carbon vacancy, substitutional N and B atoms, and a pyridinelike defect where the vacancy is chemically stabilized by three N atoms ͑see Fig. 1͒ . All these defects are relevant to the functionalization of HOPG or CNT side walls, and they cover a diverse range of gold-support interactions with the adsorption energies varying from 0.2 to 2.6 eV. Analysis of the electron localization function 32 ͑ELF͒ and the electron density redistribution upon bonding reveals that the adsorption has a mixed metal-covalent character for a vacancy, and the pyridinelike defect and B substitution exhibit a visible polarization both in the substrate and adsorbate. A clear case where charge transfer to gold takes place is provided by the substitutional N atom ͑"graphitic nitrogen"͒, which acts as a strong electron donor to the Au 6s orbital. The energetically favorable isomers of adsorbed Au 6 are usually those with a single-atom Au contact to the support.
II. SIMULATION METHODS
The calculations have been performed with the CarParrinello molecular dynamics package ͑CPMD͒, 33 which is based on the density functional theory of electronic structure. The generalized gradient approximation of Perdew, Burke, and Ernzerhof ͑PBE͒ 34 is adopted for the exchangecorrelation energy functional, and the electron-ion interaction is described by ionic pseudopotentials with the nonlocal, norm-conserving, and separable form suggested by Troullier and Martins. 35 For Au atoms, the 5d electrons are explicitly included in the valence electrons, and the scalar-relativistic pseudopotential contains nonlinear core corrections. The program employs periodic boundary conditions, and the plane wave basis set has a kinetic energy cutoff of 70 Ry. The electronic Hamiltonian is rediagonalized after each geometry optimization step, and a finite temperature functional ͑T = 1000 K͒ by Alavi et al. 36 is used for the Kohn-Sham ͑KS͒ orbital occupancies due to the semimetallic nature of graphite ͑small band gap͒.
Our model of the periodic substrate of Bernal graphite comprises two graphene layers ͑stacking AB͒ in a hexagonal supercell of 14.77ϫ 14.77ϫ 15.36 Å 3 ͑144 C atoms͒. The perpendicular distance between the periodic replicas of ͑12 Å͒ enables vertical orientations of Au 6 clusters without a significant interaction with the neighboring slab, and the choice of unit cell keeps the adsorbates around 10 Å apart. Earlier results for the Na adsorption on HOPG ͑Ref. 37͒ indicated that three graphene layers are needed to converge the adsorption energy and distance. However, the nature of Au-HOPG interaction is different ͑especially in the case of defects͒, and our test calculations for a single Au atom on a surface vacancy showed little difference between the results for two and three graphene layers. 38 The spacing between the layers is fixed to the experimental value ͑3.35 Å͒, since the PBE functional does not describe weak dispersion forces well. 39 On the other hand, the adsorption energy of Au on HOPG agrees well with the experimental information ͑see below͒. Tests for different numbers of k points indicate that the ⌫-point approximation is adequate for geometry optimization ͑the corresponding band gap is zero for the unit cell chosen͒, whereas the adsorption energies and electronic band structure are calculated with a 5 ϫ 5 ϫ 1 Monkhorst-Pack k-point mesh. 40 The effect of surface relaxation has been incorporated for defect-free graphite by releasing constraints on 37 C atoms beneath the Au particle, and these atoms can also relax for the substrates with surface defects. The fixed graphene layer spacing causes an effective repulsion, which is evident as a slight bending of the constraint-free region ͑maximum vertical displacement 0.09 Å͒. The ionic positions are optimized using a quasi-Newton approach ͑BFGS method͒ 41 until all the components of nuclear gradients are below 3 ϫ 10 −4 a . u., and the change of the total energy between two successive optimization steps is less than 1 ϫ 10 −5 H.
III. RESULTS
Previous studies of free small Au clusters [10] [11] [12] have shown that planar geometries are favored energetically due to the relativistic effects that increase sd hybridization. Our results for selected Au 6 geometries and the corresponding total energies are shown in Fig. 2 , confirming that the Au 6 ground state is planar with a D 3h symmetry. The corresponding binding energy is 1.90 eV per atom and the HOMO-LUMO gap is 2.07 eV. Two other planar geometries are presented, and the C 2v geometry is metastable ͑0.5 eV above, fixed geometry͒ relaxing back to the ground state, and D 2h is considerably higher in energy. The most stable 3D isomer ͑C 5v ͒ is 0.86 eV higher than the planar ground state. The metastable C s isomer ͑1.1 eV above, fixed geometry͒ relaxes to the D 3h geometry, and the symmetric octahedron ͑O h , 1.78 eV͒ is energetically unfavorable. The bond lengths of the D 3h isomer are 2.64 Å for the peripheral bonds and 2.79 Å for the central triangle. In general, Au 6 clusters exhibit bond lengths between 2.6-2.9 Å depending on the coordination.
Results of the Au adatom adsorption on a graphite substrate with and without atomic defects ͑see Fig. 1͒ are summarized in Table I . The adsorption energy E a is presented both for the ⌫-point approximation and 5 ϫ 5 ϫ 1 k-point mesh, and it shows a deviation of 0.2-0.3 eV in each case. For pristine HOPG ͑labeled as GR2͒, the ⌫-point approximation overestimates adsorption, whereas the situation is reversed for the defects. The strongest binding ͑2.6 eV͒ is observed for the vacancy ͑GR2-h͒ as the dangling bonds of three carbons interact with the adatom. Also the pyridinelike defect ͑GR2-N3͒ and boron substitution ͑GR2-B͒ show considerable binding ͑1.2 eV͒, whereas the nitrogen doped case ͑GR2-N͒ and defect-free GR2 bind Au weakly. Our result for the Au adsorption energy on HOPG ͑0.25-0.51 eV͒ is consistent with the experimentally ͑indirectly͒ determined value ⌬E = E a − E d = 0.39± 0.04 where the diffusion barrier E d is estimated to be small. 13, 14 Earlier DFT studies 20, 22 report diffusion barriers of 0.02-0.05 eV and adsorption energies of 0.7-0.8 eV for a single Au on HOPG by using the local density approximation ͑LDA͒ for the exchange-correlation energy functional.
Despite the small adsorption energy of Au on HOPG, the vertical displacement of the underlying substrate atom ͓d Ќ ͑C͒ = 0.45 Å͔ shows a noticeable relaxation of GR2 in Table I . Analysis of the laterally averaged charge density difference curve in Fig. 3͑a͒ reveals that this is a polarization effect, where the accumulated net charge ͑⌬q͒ on Au is 0.14e. 42 The corresponding LDA results by Wang et al. 20 are 0.28 Å for the surface relaxation ͓d Ќ ͑C͔͒ and 0.17e for the accumulated charge on Au. Large structural deformations are observed also for GR2-h ͑dangling bonds͒ 43, 44 and GR2-B ͑sp 3 hybridization͒, whereas the graphitic and pyridinic N atoms of GR2-N and GR2-N3 stay in plane. The charge density difference plots for GR2-h and GR2-N ͓Figs. 3͑b͒ and 3͑c͔͒ exhibit simple patterns where Au donates charge to the vacancy ͑−0.24e͒ and accepts charge from the N impurity ͑0.41e͒, respectively. The corresponding contours for GR2-B and GR2-N3 ͓Figs. 3͑d͒ and 3͑e͔͒ are more complicated, and the resulting net charges are close to zero.
The charge density difference of Au on GR2-N and GR2-B ͑Fig. 4͒ is obtained by subtracting the electron density of the separated Au and substrate from the density of the whole system. In the case of nitrogen doping ͓Fig. 4͑a͔͒, the substrate has an additional conduction electron that does not participate in sp 2 bonding. Part of the corresponding electron density is depleted ͑blue͒ from the vicinity of N and accumulated ͑red͒ spherically around Au ͑6s orbital͒. The charge depletion close to the Au core is due to the Coulomb selfrepulsion of the accumulated charge ͑0.41e͒. The situation is reversed for boron doping ͓Fig. 4͑b͔͒, where the substrate has a delocalized "hole" in its valence band. Charge is attracted from Au towards B, but it undergoes a complicated redistribution throughout the system, and the evaluation of the charge transfer becomes difficult.
In addition to a single Au atom, Table I contains information for the Au 6 adsorption corresponding to a configuration where the triangular cluster ͑D 3h , Fig. 2͒ stands on its apex ͑face-down orientation for GR2-N͒. The adsorption energies compared with the adatom for GR2, GR2-h, and GR2-N3 are similar, and the same applies to the distances from the substrate. Furthermore, the E a deviation between the ⌫-point approximation and the 5 ϫ 5 ϫ 1 k-point mesh is significantly TABLE I. Au atom and Au 6 cluster on graphite ͑0001͒ with and without surface defects: perfect graphite ͑GR2, X =C͒, a surface vacancy ͑GR2-h, X =3ϫ C͒, nitrogen ͑GR2-N, X =N͒ and boron substitutions ͑GR2-B, X =B͒, and a pyridinelike defect ͑GR2-N3, X =3ϫ N͒. E a is calculated for both the ⌫ point ͑in parenthesis͒ and 5 ϫ 5 ϫ 1 k-point mesh, but the geometries are optimized using the ⌫ point alone. The vertical displacements from the upper graphene plane ͓d Ќ ͑Au͒ and d Ќ ͑X͔͒, the nearest-neighbor X-C distances within the graphene plane, and the estimated charge transfer ͑⌬q͒ are reported also. ⌬q Ͼ 0 implies a charge transfer to gold.
GR2
GR2-h GR2-N GR2-B GR2-N3 less in each case. The surface relaxation effect of GR2 ͑d Ќ = 0.24 Å͒ is smaller than for Au atom and is compensated by the increased Au-C distance of 2.38 Å. The estimated charge transfer is the same for GR2 as previously, whereas the net charge on Au 6 is negligible for GR2-h, and Au 6 accepts a small amount of charge ͑0.14e͒ from GR2-N3. The B / N defects interact more weakly with Au 6 than with the adatom, but a noticeable binding with the cluster apex and GR2-B ͑0.8 eV͒ remains. Au 6 does not prefer the apex orientation on GR2-N and aligns parallel to the substrate ͑separation 4.12 Å͒. The corresponding adsorption energy is smaller FIG. 3 . Laterally averaged charge density difference ͑⌬, z direction͒ of Au on ͑a͒ perfect graphite ͑GR2͒, ͑b͒ surface vacancy ͑GR2-h͒, ͑c͒ nitrogen substitution ͑GR2-N͒, ͑d͒ boron substitution ͑GR2-B͒, and ͑e͒ pyridinelike defect ͑GR2-N3͒. The solid and dashed lines correspond to the 5 ϫ 5 ϫ 1 k-point mesh and ⌫-point approximation, respectively. The vertical bars mark the positions of graphene layers ͑thicker bars͒ and Au ͑thinner bar͒.
FIG. 4.
͑Color͒ Cutplane visualization of the charge density difference of Au on ͑a͒ nitrogen and ͑b͒ boron substitution. The red color corresponds to accumulation ͑0.0005e /Å 3 or more͒ and blue depletion ͑−0.0005e /Å 3 or less͒. Gold, nitrogen, and boron atoms are marked by a yellow, blue, and magenta sphere, respectively. than for GR2, and charge has accumulated on Au 6 ͑0.19e͒.
Several Au 6 isomers have been optimized in different orientations on GR2, GR2-h, and GR2-N3. Table II contains the total energies ⌬E relative to the lowest energy configuration and structural parameters for selected configurations, and Fig. 5 shows two low energy configurations for each substrate. For GR2, the small adsorption energies ͑Ͻ0.5 eV͒ do not overcome the total energy differences of free Au 6 isomers, and consequently, the three D 3h configurations have the lowest energies. In the case of D 3h face-down orientation, the interaction between the cluster and substrate is negligible ͓d Ќ ͑Au͒ = 3.5 Å͔. Comparison with the other isomers shows similar energy differences to the gas phase values, and the clusters bind through corner atoms to the underlying C atom. The first geometry that is not based on D 3h isomer is the C 2v configuration ͑Fig. 5͒ where the metastable isomer is stabilized by the substrate ͑two Au-C contacts͒. Furthermore, the C 5v configuration is the first containing a 3D isomer, but the high coordination of the corner Au weakens adsorption, and the energy difference with respect to the lowest energy configuration is larger than the corresponding gas phase value. The C s isomer ͑Fig. 2͒ is not stable on GR2, and the cluster reverts to the D 3h geometry. The strongest interaction between Au 6 and GR2 is observed for the octahedron ͑O h ͒ despite its high total energy, and the resulting vertical adsorption energy is 0.47 eV ͓Au-C distance 2.27 Å and
The vacancy in GR2-h results in three dangling bonds in the surrounding three C atoms that are able to bind strongly with Au 6 . In general, this yields a strong local deformation in the substrate and can be seen as a bulging of the contact area in Fig. 5 . The low energy configurations D 2h and D 3h have similar energies, and their ordering changes as the ⌫-point calculation is extended to the 5 ϫ 5 ϫ 1 k-point mesh. The high stability of the D 2h isomer is caused by a strong substrate deformation where one carbon points towards the cluster ͓d Ќ ͑C͒ = 1.20 Å͔ binding with two Au atoms simultaneously, and the resulting total Au-C coordination is four with a vertical adsorption energy of 3.72 eV. For D 3h , the substrate deformation is smaller ͓d Ќ ͑C͒ = 0.60 Å͔ and symmetric ͑Au-C coordination 3͒, and the Au-C bonds of 2.10 Å are significantly shorter than for the defect-free GR2. Other cluster motives are closer to the lowest energy configuration, and the first 3D isomer C s ͑metastable on GR2͒ is only 0.27 eV higher in total energy. The C 5v isomer is not stable on GR2-h, as it optimizes to C s due to the strong interaction TABLE II. Au 6 isomers on graphite ͑0001͒ with and without surface defects: perfect graphite ͑GR2, X =C͒, a surface vacancy ͑GR2-h, X =3ϫ C͒, and a pyridinelike defect ͑GR2-N3, X =3ϫ N͒. ⌬E is calculated for both the ⌫ point ͑in parenthesis͒ and 5 ϫ 5 ϫ 1 k-point mesh, but the geometries are optimized using the ⌫ point alone. with the defect. The D 3h edge orientation appears unstable as the cluster tilts, and the separation from the substrate is larger in the face-down orientation ͑3.7 Å͒ than with GR2. This is consistent with the experimental observation of hillocks in Ar sputtered HOPG samples, where the electron density protrudes farther at surface vacancies. 45 The chemical stability of the pyridinelike defect GR2-N3 makes it more rigid against structural deformations. This can be seen as smaller d Ќ ͑N͒ values in Table II . The cluster binding with defect is weaker than for GR2-h, but significantly stronger than for the perfect graphite surface. The energetic ordering is similar to GR2, and the D 3h configuration ͑apex͒ is the most stable. The energy difference with respect to the closest C 2v configuration is considerable ͑⌬E = 0.50 eV͒, and the first 3D isomer C s is 0.72 eV higher in total energy. The largest vertical adsorption energies are observed for D 2h ͑1.37 eV͒ and O h configurations ͑1.31 eV͒. For the D 3h edge and face-down orientations, the interaction with the defect is weak. In most cases the cluster is aligned along one of the substrate symmetry axes, and this causes symmetry breaking with respect to the three Au-N contacts. In the case of D 3h apex orientation, for example, one Au-N distance is shorter ͑2.29 Å͒ than the two others ͑2.49 Å͒. For C 5v this effect is hampered by the five-fold symmetry of the cluster, and all the Au-N distances are in the range 2.47-2.50 Å.
The charge density difference ͑⌬͒ and electron localization function ͑ELF͒ of Au 6 on GR2, GR2-h, and GR2-N3 are shown in Fig. 6 . A polarization effect is seen for GR2 as the connecting Au atom donates charge ͑blue͒ to the Au-C contact and nearest Au-Au bonds ͑red͒. A slight accumulation of charge is also visible in the underlying graphene plane. For GR2-h, the effect is remarkably stronger due to the dangling bonds of C atoms that accept charge from the Au 6 apex. This affects the Au 6 polarization, and the Au atoms show an enhanced orbital dependent accumulation/depletion. Au 6 on GR2-N3 displays similar features as on GR2 and GR2-h, but there is a charge depletion around the substrate N atoms.
The ELF reflects the probability of finding two electrons in the same location, and its range of values is between 0 ͑no localization, blue͒ and 1 ͑complete localization, red͒. A reference value of 0.5 corresponds to a homogeneous electron gas ͑metallic bonding͒, and can be seen as a green color within the Au 6 cluster ͓Fig. 6͑c͔͒. Similarly, the covalent C-C bonds are red due to the electron pairing ͑see also the lone pair of nitrogen͒. For GR2 and GR2-N3, the clustersubstrate contact shows narrow necks of blue ͑delocaliza-tion͒ indicating no chemical bonding. The situation is different for GR2-h, as the dangling bonds ͑red͒ point towards Au, and the ELF shows varying degrees of localization ͑Ն0.5͒ along the Au-C bond indicating a mixed metal-covalent character.
The laterally averaged charge density difference ͑⌬ Ќ ͒ of Au 6 on GR2 and GR2-h is shown in Fig. 7 , where both the ⌫ point and 5 ϫ 5 ϫ 1 k-point mesh results are included. As illustrated previously in Fig. 6 , the ⌬ Ќ profiles show charge depletion in the vicinity of the substrate coordinating Au, and the corresponding ⌬q values are −0.05e and −0.39e for GR2 and GR2-h, respectively. On the other hand, the rest of Au 6 tends to attract additional charge, and integration over the whole cluster z-range results in ⌬q values of 0.13e and −0.06e for GR2 and GR2-h ͑Table I͒, respectively. The two substrates show a qualitative difference in ⌬ Ќ near the upper graphene layer, as GR2 has a negative node above the surface ͓see also Fig. 6͑a͔͒ . The oscillation of curves in the substrate range indicates that the lower graphene layer is also affected, and the largest deviations between the ⌫-point approximation and the 5 ϫ 5 ϫ 1 k-point mesh are observed there.
IV. CONCLUSION
We have performed DFT calculations for the adsorption of Au adatoms and Au 6 clusters on graphite ͑0001͒ surface with and without atomic defects. The simulations are performed with the scalar-relativistic Troullier-Martins pseudopotentials, an extensive plane wave basis set, and the GGA approximation for the exchange-correlation energy functional. The substrate is described by a periodic slab comprising two graphene layers, and this appears to be an adequate approximation for studying the interaction of gold particles with pointlike surface defects. In contrast to "cluster models," where the substrate is simulated as a large aromatic molecule with a significant energy gap between the occupied and unoccupied molecular orbitals ͑closed electron shell͒, FIG. 5 . ͑Color online͒ Au 6 isomers on ͑a͒ perfect graphite ͑GR2͒, ͑b͒ surface vacancy ͑GR2-h͒, and ͑c͒ pyridinelike defect ͑GR2-N3͒. Each configuration includes the 37 ͑36͒ substrate atoms that are allowed to optimize. The left column shows the lowest energy configuration ͑see Table II͒. the slab model enables incorporation of the electronic band structure of graphite ͑especially close to the Fermi energy͒. The large lateral dimension of the substrate makes it possible to use fewer k points, and the ⌫-point approximation with a zero band gap for the chosen supercell is satisfactory for geometry optimization. The DFT method does not include the weak dispersion forces between the adsorbate and substrate, but this should not contribute significantly in the case of defects where the other types of cohesion dominate.
Our primary goal has been to study ways for improving gold adsorption on HOPG using pointlike defects, and the substrates considered show variation in their interaction with the gold particle ͑Table I͒. For the perfect graphite ͑0001͒ surface, our result for the Au adsorption energy ͑0.3 eV͒ is slightly lower than the experimental value E a − E d = 0.39± 0.04 eV. 13, 14 Au 6 adsorption is also weak ͑E a = 0.3 eV͒. We note that semiempirical van der Waals corrections may change the energetics to favor the edge and facedown orientations of the D 3h isomer. In addition, the LDA calculations by Wang et al. for smaller Au clusters on HOPG ͑Refs. 20 and 21͒ show considerable adsorption energies for parallel orientations ͑surface separation ϳ2.8 Å͒, and we presume that this would be the case also for the gold hexamer. Despite the small adsorption energies, substrate relaxation is observed both for Au and Au 6 as the underlying C atoms are attracted towards the Au particle. The charge density difference plots show polarization effects in the adsorbate and HOPG, and the evaluated net charge transfer is 0.13-0.14 electrons towards gold. Experimentally, precipitation of Au nanoclusters on SWNT yields a corresponding p-doping effect in the nanotube. 17 The strongest adsorption is found for a surface vacancy ͑GR2-h͒, where the dangling bonds of three C atoms form chemical bonds with Au, and the corresponding binding energies are 2.4-2.6 eV. The vacancy exhibits a significant surface reconstruction, and the increased Au-C coordination stabilizes the D 2h configuration of Au 6 . Other Au 6 isomers are also closer in energy to the D 3h configuration ͑compared with perfect graphite͒, and the first 3D isomer is observed 0.27 eV above the D 2h ground state. These results illustrate how deformations of the hexagonal graphite lattice increase the ability of the substrate to accommodate gold particles, and they agree with the experimental techniques where Au clusters either collide with HOPG with a high kinetic energy ͑pinning͒ 24, 25 or the clusters are trapped by preformed FIG. 6 . ͑Color͒ Cutplane visualization of Au 6 on HOPG. ͑a͒, ͑b͒ The charge density difference in xz ͑cluster͒ and xy planes ͑substrate͒, where the red color corresponds to accumulation ͑0.0005e /Å 3 or more͒ and blue depletion ͑−0.0005e /Å 3 or less͒. ͑c͒ The electron localization function ͑ELF͒ in xz plane ͑cluster͒, where the red color corresponds to full localization ͑1.0, covalent bonds͒, green is analogous to homogeneous electron gas ͑0.5, metallic bonding͒, and blue equals to low localization ͑0.0͒.
nanometer-sized pits ͑oxidation of surface defects͒. [26] [27] [28] Chemically stable pyridinelike defects provide another method for binding small Au particles. Our calculations ͑GR2-N3͒ result in the adsorption energies of 1.1-1.2 eV for Au and Au 6 , and the adsorbate-substrate interaction can be viewed as polarization ͑⌬, ELF͒. The substrate is rather rigid as the three N atoms remain in plane, and the clusters bind through corner atoms. The energy ordering of the different Au 6 configurations resembles that of perfect graphite. Based on the experimental verification of their existence in N-doped CNTs, 31 we regard the pyridinelike defects as especially promising in the context of binding small gold particles on SWNTs.
The substitutional B / N impurities appear less attractive for future applications. For boron, the adsorption energies are considerable, but they decrease from Au ͑1.2 eV͒ to Au 6 ͑0.8 eV͒. The charge density difference shows a complicated pattern as the "hole" in the substrate valence band interacts with the Au electron density, but there is no net charge transfer. In the case of graphitic nitrogen, the adsorption is weak ͑0.2-0.6 eV͒ and is accompanied with a clear charge transfer as part of the additional conduction electron is donated to Au/ Au 6 .
Finally, we note that it should be possible to bind Au atoms and small Au clusters onto graphite ͑0001͒ and SWNT side walls by generating pointlike surface vacancies and pyridinelike defects. The applicability of these approaches is limited to low temperatures ͑small kinetic energy of diffusion͒ and small cluster sizes where the ratio of lowcoordinated ͑corner͒ Au atoms is high. For larger Au clusters, the collective binding through ͑111͒ facets presumably overcomes that of a single Au contact. The critical cluster size for the onset of this behavior remains open.
